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Università Delle Liberetà Del Friuli - 
Venezia Giulia (UFA) 

Università delle LiberEtà del Friuli - Venezia Giulia is a cultural association with a legal 
Status engaged in permanent education, training and in particular in Adult Education.  

Presently it counts: 3.500 members, 500 courses a year, 150 teachers. 

Our Goals: 

• To be a formative and cultural resource for the community; 

• Increase the knowledge, from the traditional culture to the new and alternative 
ones; 

• Innovate methods of teaching because learning and improving are abilities that 
can be exploited at every age; 

• Widespread in Italy and Europe the Adult Education in the non-formal system of 
education.   

Our Courses 

Università delle LiberEtà organizes 500 courses per year in the following fields: 

• General knowledge 

• Linguistic training 

• ICT 

• Gymnastics 

• Artistic and handicraft laboratories 

• Musical education 

• Scientific training 

Our ICT Courses 

There are THEORETICAL and PRACTICAL classes from the basic use of software 
applications in COMPUTER SCIENCE, to more difficult programs.  

There are courses, for example, of: Absolute beginners, Word base and advanced,Excel 
base and advanced, Internet and e-mail base and advanced, Security and privacy on the 
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net. Università delle LiberEtà provides a COMPUTER SCIENCE laboratory, with 12 
Personal Computer (Windows XP), one per person. 

These courses represent a very important field for our association, because among the 
500 courses organized, 60 courses are about COMPUTER SCIENCE. 

These courses have a length of time of three months a course (three periods of courses, 
2 hours a lesson and 20 hours totally). 

An information above all is important: about 500 students are enrolled every year in 
ICT courses.  

There are also some of the established courses of COMPUTER SCIENCE financed 
from a Regional Law.  

This Law supplies financial means to support, firstly, the promotion of and diffusion of 
COMPUTER SCIENCE literacy and direct initiatives adapted to promote learning of 
base knowledge for the use of Computer, like COMPUTER SCIENCE training places 
and courses, and buying Personal Computer with Regional financing support, and not 
secondly, the widespread use of techniques and tools of data communication, from 
subjects belonging to a segment of elderly people, unemployed female population, 
socially disadvantaged citizens and working population. 

In the first two years of application of the law (which has a 3 years validity), 275 of our 
students have been financed.  

 


